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To all, whon, it inctly conce7'72: 
Be it known that I, SINION W. WARIDWELL, 

Jr., of Woonsocket, Providence county, Rhode 
Island, have invented certain Improvements 
in Thread - Regulating Devices for Sewing 
Machines, of which the following is a specifi 
ation. 
My invention has for its object to secure 

uniformity institching with Sewing-machines, 
especially with those using waxed thread. 
Heretofore when the thread has been drawl 
from the ball for a new stitch in malny wax 
thread sewing - machines the resistance has 
been variable, owing to inequalities in the 
winding of the ball, to changes of position of 
the latter, its gradual decrease in size and 
Weight, &c., and these variations of resistance, 
being multiplied many times by the deflections 
of the thread between the ball and the needle, 
result in variations in the stretch of the thread 
and in want of uniformity in the work. To 
avoid such results I provide means whereby 
to relieve the thread feeding or drawing ap 
pliance, whatever it may be, from the necessity 
of overcoming the resistance of the stripper 
and other frictional devices, so that the resist 
ance is always uniform, and work of uniform 
character is produced even by unskilled and 
Otherwise inefficient workmen. 
The improvement may be applied to differ 

ent machines having gripping devices for 
holding the thread immovably while the take 
up tightens the stitch. 

I have illustrated it in Figure 1 of the draw 
ings in connection with a “Wardwell wax 
thread machine, described by my Patent No. 
218,464. In Figs. 2 and 3, I show the device 
detached in sectional and top views, respect 
ively. 

In the said machine the thread is carried 
from the ball in a pocket, A, through the wax 
pot B and stripper therein, over friction-roll 
ers, to the take-up D through the gripper E, 
which holds the thread immovably while the 
stitch is being drawn into the fabric by the 
take-up, thus preventing it from moving either 
backward or forward. The loop is formed by 
drawing the thread through the needle and 
spreading it below the work-plate for the pas 

5o sage of the shuttle. Between the stripper and 

the take-up I arrange the equalizing device. 
This consists, as shown, of a bracket, F, with 
a transverse pin, ct, on which turns a friction 
roller, b, and against the latter bears a shoe, 
c, secured to a rod, d, extending into a receSS 
in the blacket, and pressed with a uniform 
pressure toward the roller by a spring, e. The 
thread passes between the shoe and roller, 
whereby a uniform strain is imparted. Upon 
the pin at is hung a lever, G, the long arm (7 of 6O 
which bears on the thread, and the short arm. 
g is above a rod, H, passing through the 
bracket, and having a head at the lower end, 
which is maintained in contact with a cam, I, 
(shown in dotted lines,) upon the upper needle- 65 
bar-operating shaft of the machine by a spring, 
i. The lever G is light in Weight and hung 
loosely, so that it will not affect the move 
ments of the thread, except as hereinafter 
specified, and upon any tension drawing the 7O 
thread taut the lever will assume the position 
shown in Fig. 1. The parts are so timed that 
when the thread is firmly gripped by the grip 
per E the rod H will be elevated, and by con 
tact with the short arm of of the lever will 75 
throw the long arm downward to the position 
shown in Fig. 2, thus bending the thread, so 
as to cause a quantity to be drawn from the 
ball through the intermediate appliances. 
The rod H then descends and leaves the lever So 
loose, so that on the next action of the thread 
feeding devices there will be only slack thread 
between the drag b c and the ball, and there 
is then no resistance at this time to the for 
ward movement of the thread. As the fric- 8 
tion on the thread between the drag and the 
needle is but slight and always uniform, Ithus 
avoid the inequalities in action, resulting 
often in a variation in the stretch of the thread 
of from one-tenth to three-tenths of an inch, 90 
and am enabled to Secure work of an almost 
absolutely uniform quality with the labor of 
comparatively unskilled Worklmen. 

It will be obvious that other means than 
those described may be employed for moving 95 
the lever G, and that other devices than the 
lever may be used for dragging the thread 
from the ball while it is being gripped. Thus 
an arm moving vertically may be substituted 
for a hinged arm; or an arm moving horizon- IOO 
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tally and having a catch Seizing the thread so 
as to drag it forward on the forward anove 
ment of the arm may be used. ". 
I am aware that a positively-operated clamp 

has been arranged between the spool and the 
needle, together with means for drawing the 
thread from the spool; but in such case the 
gripper is not positive, and does not hold the 
thread immovably, as in my device. 

I claim 
1. The combination, in a wax-thread sew 

ing-machine having a reciprocating needle, a 
Wax-pot, and a take-up device, of a positive 
gripper holding the thread immovably during 
the action of the take-up, and a movable arm 
interposed between the gripper and the wax 
pot, and constructed to draw a definite portion 
of the thread from the pot during the time it 
is held by the grippei, and to then release the 
thread and permit it to pass freely to the nee 
dle, substantially as and for the purpose set 
forth. 

2. The combination, with a wax-thread sew - 
ing-machine having a reciprocating needle, a 

wax-pot, and a take-up device, of a positive 
gripper holding the thread immovably during 
the action of the take-up, and mechanism al 
ranged and operated between the gripper and 

I wax-pot, whereby a definite portion of thread 
is drawn from the wax-pot while it is held by 
the gripper, substantially as specified. 

3. An attachment consisting of the bracket 
F, ever G, and sliding rod H, adapted to be 
detachably secured to a sewing-machine, sub 
stantially as set forth. 

4. The combination, with the lever G and 
appliances for vibrating the sanie, of a wheel, 
l, shoe c, and spring, whereby said shoe is 
pressed with a uniform pressure against the 
wheel, substantially as set forth. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub 
scribing witnesses. 

SINION W. WARDWELL, JR. 
Witnesses: 

JEFFERSON ALDRICH, 
G. E. BISHOP. 
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